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Rules are formulated for quasiclassical quantization of the energy of elementary excitations in a 
S- N- S junction in a magnetic field in terms of areas limited by trajectories of the particles and 
the holes in p- space. The periods of the de Haas- van Alphen oscillations, which differ from the 
corresponding periods in the normal metal, are determined. The effect of absorption of sound propa
gating in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the junction is considered and it is shown that in a 
weak field the absorption coefficient has singularities at frequencies corresponding to transitions be
tween the Andreev levels. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

SPATIAL quantization in films of a normal metal 
making ideal contact with superconductors are charac
terized by some specific features. The elementary ex
citations moving from the normal metal are reflected 
from the superconducting boundary if their energy does 
not exceed the energy gap Jal, which plays the role of 
the scattering potential. Since this potential is small, it 
follows that on the boundary of the normal and super
conducting metals the momentum of the quasiparticle 
remains practically unchanged, and the scattering leads 
to the transition of the excitation from a "particle" type 
state to a "hole" type state with the velocity v replaced 
by-vllJl>. 

If the film is bounded on both sides by superconduc
tors (S-N-Sjunction), then the motion of the quasipar
ticles is finite, and their spectrum is quantized. In the 
absence of a magnetic field, the distance between the 
quantized levels depends on the thickness of the normal 
layer d, and the position of the levels is determined by 
the phase difference x of the ordering parameters of the 
two superconductorsl3 J: 
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d n i\ 2n 
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where vz = (vg- (q/m)2) 112 is the velocity of the excita
tions along the normal to the film boundary, q is the 
quasimomentum component lying in the plane of the N- S 
boundary, and v0 is the Fermi velocity. It must be em
phasized that the very existence of discrete levels that 
depend on the thickness d (Andreev levels) is connected 
with the coherence of the phases of the superconductors. 
In the case when the phase difference x is not fixed, the 
position of the levels is not determined and the spectrum 
of the quasiparticles is continuous in this sense. 

The purpose of the present paper is to clarify the 
question of the character of the quantum states of the 
electron in an S-N-S junction in a magnetic field paral
lel to the film. It will be shown that the presence of the 
magnetic field leads to the appearance of energy bands, 

I) Direct observation of such a reflection of electrons with the aid 
of the radio-frequency size effect is reported in a recent paper by Krylov 
and Sharvin [ 2). 
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a fact connected with the quantization of the magnetic 
flux in the doubly- connected superconducting region. 
Conditions are derived for the quasiclassical quantiza
tion, making it possible to analyze the structure of the 
energy spectrum. Although the distance between the 
low-lying levels of the S-N-S junction depend on the 
applied constant magnetic field, nonetheless the scatter
ing of the quasiparticles by the N-S boundary leads to 
an appreciable difference between the character of the 
energy spectrum and the spectrum of the free electrons 
in the magnetic field. If at specified values of the quan
tum numbers we change the magnitude of the magnetic 
field (or the thickness of the normal layer), then at 
definite values of H the form of the trajectory of the 
quasiparticle in real space changes significantly because 
of the additional scattering by the N- S boundary (see 
below). This leads to the existence of new singularities 
in the dispersion law, connected with the collision sur
faces (type of magnetic surface levelsL4 J ). Thus, the 
picture of the levels of an S- N- S junction in a magnetic 
field has a complicated character. 

The obtained conditions of quasiclassical quantization 
make it possible to consider a unique oscillatory effect. 
An estimate shows that in weak magnetic fields the 
period .of the resultant oscillations greatly exceeds the 
period of the usual de Haas-van Alphen effect. 

The dependence of the Andreev levels on the phase 
difference (1) has a profound meaning and makes it 
possible to explain the cause of the "vanishing" of these 
levels in an arbitrarily weak magnetic field. The ex
planation of the resultant instability lies in the fact that 
although one can speak locally of a phase difference of 
the superconductors (and consequently of Andreev 
levels), this difference itself varies along the N- S 
boundary. Therefore in the presence of a magnetic 
field, in essence, there is no single set of energy levels, 
dependent on the thickness of the normal layer, for the 
entire macroscopic volume. In the calculation of the 
thermodynamic quantities of an S-N-S junction in a 
magnetic field there is no quantum size effect as a func
tion of the thickness of the normal layer. However, by 
virtue of the statements made above, the Andreev levels 
should appear in quantum effects in which the local in
teraction is significant. To illustrate the foregoing, we 
present here a calculation of the energy of an acoustic 
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wave absorbed by a normal layer of S- N- S junction in 
a weak field H. After averaging of the phase, we obtain 
a non-zero result, and the transparency coefficient of 
the normal layer reveals singularities whenever the fre
quency of the sound is a multiple of the distance between 
the Andz:eev levels. 

2. DERIVATION OF THE CONDITIONS OF QUASI
CLASSICAL QUANTIZATION 

We proceed to consider the problem of the structure 
of the energy spectrum of excitations of an S-N-S 
junction placed in a constant magnetic field. We start 
from the Bogolyubov-de Gennes equationsl5 J for a two-

component wave function '}I=(~), describing the motion 

of the quasiparticles in a superconductor 

T(H)¢ + !i(r)cp = e¢, 
(2) 

-T(-H)cp +fi•(r)¢ = ecp, 

where T(H) is the kinetic-energy operator, equal to 
T(H) =- (2mr1 • (V- iec -1 A) 2 - JJ., T(- H) = T*(H), and JJ. 
is the chemical potential. The normal to the surface of 
the N layer is directed along the z axis, the magnetic 
field along the y axis, and we choose a gauge in which 
the vector potential is A = Ax. 

The ordering parameter A(r) that enters in (2) de
pends on the coordinates. It vanishes inside the normal 
layer lzl < d/2. For simplicity we consider a model in 
which A(z) is a step function 

I ,.. 1 = { l1., 1 z 1 > d/2, ( 3) 
0, Jzl < d/2. 

The phase of the ordering parameter in the presence of 
a magnetic field cannot be eliminated by a gauge calibra
tion. This important circumstance was pointed out by 
Gala1kol6 J. To find the phase, we assume that the mag
netic field changes jumpwise the interface with the 
superconductor. In this case we have for the vector po
tential (Aoo = Hd/2): 

A= {Hz, lzl < d/2, 
A~signz, lzl>d/2, 

which gives for the phase x, in accordance with the 
equation vx = 2ec-1A, 

{ g:x:. z > d/2 
X =, - g:x:, z < - d/2, 

where g = 2eA00 / c = eHd/ c. 
We seek the solution of Eqs. (2) in the form 

. { ¢(:x:.z)} etPJI 

cp(:x:, z) .' 

(4) 

(5) 

where p is the component of the quasimomentull). along 
the direction of the magnetic field. We then obtain for 
the functions IJ!(x, z) and cp(x, z) the system of equations 

[ - - 1 (~- i_.:._A (z) ), - __!__~- ~tJ ¢ + t1 (z)e'•• ''"" 'cp = eljJ, 
2m iJ:x: c 2m fJz· 

1 a e 2 1 i}' - [-- (-+ i-A(z)) ---;-:;-- j11q; + !i(z)e-'•·"1"" '¢ = ecp 
2m iJ:x: c 2m az· • 

(6) 

where 'j1. = IJ. - p2/2m =~/2m, and A(z) is given by the 
formula ( 3). 

On the basis of the form of Eqs. (6), we can make 
several general statements concerning the character of 
the quantum states of such a problem. Considering first 
only the dependence on the coordinate x, we see that (6) 
represents a system of differential equations with 
periodic coefficients. This allows us to state, on the 
basis of the well known Floquet theorem, that the solu
tion of (6) takes the form 

(7) 

where k is the quasimomentum component along the 
N- S boundary perpendicular to H, and u and v are 
periodic functions of x with a period a = 2'1T/2g = 'lTC/ eHd. 
The value of the period is determined from the flux 
quantization condition: the magnetic-field flux penetrat
ing into the junction on a length a is equal to the flux 
quantum 4>o = hc/2e. The quasimomentum k can be re
garded as varying within the limits of the one-dimen
sional Brillouin zone (-g/2 < k < g/2). Substituting (7) 
in (6) and solving the corresponding equations, we find 
for each value of k a set of discrete energy levels 
t. = t.(s)(ko, k) corresponding to different zones s. 

Writing u(x, z) and v(x, z) in the form of series 
~ 

cp = e"" ,E B,.(z)e''''" (8) 

and substituting (8) in (6), we have an infinite system of 
equations for the quantities An(z) and Bn(z) 

_i [( k + ng- g_:_)' -~- k,'] A.= eA., 
:!.m d dz· 

--1 [(l··+ng+g_:_)'-_!!__ko'] B.= eB., 
:!.m _ d · dz'd 

· lzl<-: (9) 
2" 

-1 [(k + (n -~)g)'-~- k?] A.+ !1,8._, =eA., 
2m 2 ~~ 

- 3! [(k+(n- ~)gf-::,-ko']B,._,+L'IoA,.=~B._., 
d 

=>2; (10) 

_l [(k+(n+_!_)g )'-~-ko']A.+L'I,B.+~=eA., 
:!.m 2 d~ 

--1 [( k + (n+~) g)' _.!!:___ko']B.+, + t.,A. = eB,.+~, 
2m 2 d~ 

d 
z < -2. (11) 

In solving Eqs. (9)-(11), we are interested only in 
excitations whose energies do not exceed Ao. Being 
localized in the normal film, these excitations execute 
finite motion. Their two- component wave function (8) 
will contain a finite number of terms. Indeed, in Eqs. 
(10) or (11), which contain a classical turning point, it 
is possible to put Ao = 0. This gives a "closure" condi
tion, as a result of which we obtain a system of a finite 
number of equations for the coefficients An and Bn· 

The quasiclassical solution of Eqs. (9)-(11) (valid 
under condition WH << JJ. , where WH = eH I me is the 
classical frequency of revolution of the electron in the 
magnetic field) leads to quantization conditions analog
ous to the Lifshitz-Onsager conditionsl7 J for an electron 
with an arbitrary dispersion law. The distinguishing 
feature of the present problem is that owing to the alter
nating transition from states of the "particle" type to 
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states of the "hole" type, the areas on the correspond
ing sections of the quasiclassical trajectories are taken 
with alternating signs. 

Let us consider for simplicity the case k = 0. In a 
strong magnetic field the trajectory of the electron 

· (circle) lies entirely inside the normal layer. In this 
case all the expansion coefficients in (8) vanish with the 
exception of~ and B0 • The quasiclassical solution of 
(9) gives the well known quantization rule 

S = 2n:eHc-'(n + 'I,), (12) 

where Sis the area described by the trajectory of the 
quasiparticle in momentum space. This condition holds 
both for an electron (Ao) and a "hole" (Bo). 

With decreasing field, trajectories shown on Fig. 1 
arise. Now the coefficients that differ from zero are An 
and Bn with n = 0 and ± 1. We put B-2 = 0 in Eq. (10) with 
n = ~ 1, and accordingly ~ = 0 in Eq. (11) with n = 1. As 
a result, the system (9)-(11) breaks up into two inde
pendent systems for the functions (A1, Bo, A-1) and 
(B1, Ao, B-1). Joining together the quasiclassical wave 
functions at the turning points, we obtain the quantiza
tion conditions 

S,+- S,-- S_,- = 2n:eHc-'(n +'I,), (13a) 

-S,- +S,+ +S_,+ = 2n:eHc-'(n- 'I,), (13b) 

where the areas ~' ~' and s:1 are shown in Fig. 1. 
Actually the conditions (13a) and (13b) are equivalent. 
They can be combined by assigning a plus sign to the 
areas bounded by the quasiclassical trajectories of the 
"particles," and a minus sign for "holes." 

It can be shown (see the Appendix) that the general 
condition for quasi classical quantization in an S- N- S 
junction at k "' 0 and at an arbitrary value of the mag
netic field is given by 

S(e, k,, k) =I: (- 1)mSm(e, k,, k) = 2n:eHc-'(n + y), (14) 

where the areas Sm shown in Fig. 2 are taken alternately 
with alternating signs, and n are integers including ne
gative ones. The wave vector k characterizes the shift of 
the centers of all the circles relative to the center of the 

band (-g/2, +g/2), andy is a quantity on the order of 
unity, equal to 1/2 when the number of bands to the left 
and to the right of the central one (m = 0) coincide, and 
to the ± 7T-1cos-1(E/ Ao) when these numbers differ 
(m1 "'m2). Equations (14) include as limiting cases the 
quantization conditions (12) and (13) given above. 

Proceeding to an analysis of the spectrum with the 
aid of Eq. (14), let us calculate the distance between the 
energy levels at fixed values of ko and k. Neglecting the 
dependence of y on the energy, we obtain 

L\e=2rr.eH/ aS(e,k,.k) 
c ae . 

(15) 

It is clear from the geometrical construction that as 
~ - 0 the sum of the areas Sm is equal in magnitude to 
the area of a circle of radius k0 • The areas Sm, which 
enter in the sum (14) with negative sign, decrease with 
increasing~, and those entering with positive sign in
crease with increasing excitation energy. Therefore in 
differentiating with respect to the energy, the alternat
ing- sign sum (14) goes over into a sum of terms having 
the same sign. As a result we find that the quantity 
oS(~, ko, k)/a~ in (15) coincides with the derivative of 
the total area of the circle with respect to the energy, 
equal to 27Tm. Thus, 

~e = eH I me = WH. (16) 

Consequently, the distance between the low-lying energy 
levels of an S-N-S junction in a magnetic field does not 
depend on the thickness d and coincides with the distance 
between the Landau levels of an unbounded metal. An 
analogous conclusion was arrived at inlsJ. This is 
closely connected with the change of the phase of the 
parameter A in a magnetic field and with the dependence 
of the position of the Andreev levels on x l3 J (for more 
details see Sec. 3). 

With increasing energy ~ or with changing param
eters ko and k, the spectrum becomes complicated, 
owing to the change of the structure of the sum (14), 
due to the vanishing or to the appearance of new inter
sections of the electron trajectories with the N-S 
boundaries. 

In spite of the already mentioned equality of the 
quasiparticle spectrum of the S- N- S junction (at given 
ko and k) to the Landau spectrum (16), the manifestation 
of quantization in an S- N- S junction may differ from 
its manifestation in the case of an unbounded metal. In 
particular, the de Haas- van Alphen oscillations will 
have a period that does not coincide with the quantity 
eh/mcfl characteristic of the normal metal. The magni
tude of the period, as follows directly from the quanti
zation condition (14), is determined by the usual 
formulalaJ 

L\ (S,x, I H) = 2n:e/i I c, (17) 

where Sext is the extremal value of the area S( t., ko, k). 
Owing to the alternating signs of the terms in the sum 
(14), the latter quantity will itself be a function of H, i.e., 
the period in the reciprocal field A(1/H) is no longer 
constant. For example, in the case of a strong field 
satisfying the condition g/2 < ko < 3g/2, the period is 
determined by the area shown in Fig. 3. 

In the case of weak magnetic fields, when the number 
of areas Sm entering in the quantization condition (14) 
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is large, an important role is assumed by another type 
of singularity of the quasiparticle spectrum, leading to 
low-frequency oscillations. Recognizing that ko RJ 

RJ mg (m » 1), let us find the period of the resultant 
singularities from the condition Am = 1. For fixed d 
this yields 

IS.(1/ H) = ed I chk,. (18) 

Comparing the periods (18) and (17), we obtain the esti
mate 

[).(1/H) 
ll(1/H) ~ k,d>1, 

(19) 

i.e., the oscillations in weak magnetic fields have a 
considerable period. It can be stated that the aforemen
tioned singularities arise whenever a change takes 
place in the number of bands encompassed by the traj ec- · 
tories of the quasiparticles in momentum space. The 
reason for the oscillations is the appreciable change in 
the form of the trajectory of the quasiparticle following 
additional coherent scattering by the N-S boundary. 

3. THERMODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF S-N-S 
JUNCTION IN A WEAK MAGNETIC FIELD 

Let us consider the second- order equation with 
periodic potential 

-'/,'¥" + U'¥ = e'¥. (20) 

Here >II is the vector of state, the matrix U is Hermitian 
and given by 

( Un Uu. · •) 
U= U U ' 21 22 ••• 

with U(x +a)= U(x), where a= 2?T/k. If the potential U 
varies sufficiently slowly (k- 0), then the result of the 
calculation of the integral characteristics (of the type 
of the spectral density) does not depe11d on whether we 
solve Eq. (20) exactly or in the adiabatic approximation. 
For example, in the case of one-dimensional motion, the 
density of states in the quasiclassical approximation is 
equal tol 91 

p(e) =~J~2[2(e- U(x))]"' 
de 2n 

= !:_s" dx J dq a(e _.1__ U(x)), 
a , 2:t 2 

(21) 

which corresponds to calculation with the aid of the 
local "dispersion law" E(q, x) = (1/2)q2 + U(x) at a cer
tain point x. 

Changing over to the case of a S-N-S junction, we 
break up in the limiting case of a weak magnetic field 
the layer of normal metal into regions Ax that are small 

compared with the characteristic period a = 1T/ g. In each 
such region we calculate, in analogy with (21), the" 
"local" density of states, and in place of the quasiclas
sical spectrum obtained by solving Eqs. (14), we use a 
spectrum of the form (1), corresponding to a fixed phase 
difference of the superconductors within the limits of a 
given Ax. 

The spectrum of the low-lying levels ( E « Ao) is 
given in accordance with (1) by 

l"ljv,j 
e = e,.~(q) = -d-(n + q:<"i), (22) 

where the index a assumes two values corresponding 
to the signs(±) in (1), and q~(a) =% ± x/21T. Introducing 
the notation E = t./ At., At. = 1TV0 / d, we write down the 
"local" density of states in the form 

1 ~ ~J d'q mp, Po=d l..Jl..J (2::t)'6(e-e."(q))=---;.-F•(E), 
o:=I,Z n=O 

\"1 8(n+rp-E) 
F0 (E) = E l..J (n + rp)' , 

lt=O 

(23) 

where e(x) = 1 when x > 0 and e(x) = 0 when x < 0. 
According to the foregoing, to obtain the true state den
sity it is necessary to average Pq~(E) over the phase. 
We have 

I ~ n+t ( ) 

(F)= JF.(E)drp = E .E J dx e x:: E = 1. 
0 n=O n 

Thus, the density of states of the S- N- S junction in 
a weak magnetic field (H - 0) coincides exactly with the 
density of states of the normal metal at H = 02 >. This 
does not mean at all, however, that the other integral 
characteristics of the S- N- S junction in a weak mag
netic field will not have singularities when the thickness 
of the normal layer changes. Among the effects of this · 
type is the effect considered below, that of resonant ab
sorption of sound in an S- N- S junction. 

4. RESONANT ABSORPTION OF SOUND IN AN S- N- S 
JUNCTION 

Assume that a sound wave is incident on the S-N-S 
junction. At very low temperatures, the number of exci
ted carriers in the superconductors is exponentially 
small, therefore the absorption of sound will occur 
mainly in the normal layer. We consider an S-N-S 
junction in so weak a magnetic field, that the Andreev
level concept is valid. This means that we can choose a 
spectrum of the type (22) for the elementary excitations, 
by averaging the final expression for the absorbed en
ergy over the phase difference. 

Proceeding to the calculation of the absorbed energy, 
we write down the Hamiltonian of the electron-photon 
interaction in the Froelich forml 101 

H,., = g J dr'¥+(ra)'l'(ra)<D(r); (24) 

2>Yu. V. Sharvin called our attention to the possible appearance of 
a contact potential difference on the boundary of the N and S layers, 
and that this may influence the indicated result. To consider the effect 
it is necessary to take into account the charge-density change connected 
with the jump of the phase !::.. Since the charge density in the metal 
should be constant, this means the appearance of a certain electric field, 
although the gradient of the electrochemical potential at equilibrium, 
naturally, remains equal to zero. 
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where g is the interaction constant, >lt(ra) is the opera
tor of annihilation of an electron at the point r with spin 
a, and cl>(r) is the operator of the phonon field, equal to 

- 1 \'1( (J) ) "' <D(r)= -yvl-1 2 (b.+b-.+)e'•'. (25) 

• 
For a spatially inhomogeneous problem it is convenient 
to change over in the Hamiltonian Hint to Fermi opera
tors of quasiparticles y•, y (seel5J): 

· '±'lrt)=£ [V•tu.(r)-N+v:(r)]. 

(26) 

where the matrices (~~) are eigenfunctions of the 

Bogolyubov equation (2). Substituting (26) in (24), we ob-. 
tain terms of the type y•y, corresponding to the scatter
ing of quasiparticles, and terms of the type y•y•, corre
sponding to the simultaneous production of two excita
tions. The matrix element of scattering of a quasiparti
cle from the state n into the state m is equal to 

(27) 

and the matrix element for the production of two quasi
particles is 

.,, 
M ( (J) ) J d ( • • + . ') .•. z = - g ZV r Un Vm Um Vn e . (28) 

Assume that the wave vector of the sound k is direc
ted along the normal to the N-S boundary. We can then 
directly integrate with respect to x and y in (27) and 
(28), and all that remains to estimate the matrix ele
ments M1 and M2 is to integrate with respect to z using 
the S- N- S- junction single- particle wave functions ob
tained inl3 J. Calculations show that the scattering of the 
quasi-particles is determined by processes of the type 
y~ .Y~ • and r; _ Ym _,and the contribution of the 

' ' ' ' 
processes y; + y m _ is small to the extent that the 
ratio klkF is' smail (hkF is the Fermi momentum). In 
the same approximation, the absorption of sound with 
production of two quasiparticles is connected with the 

bers q, n, and ll'. Integrating with respect to the mo
menta and assuming the condition T < JTVo I d to be satis
fied, we obtain the following expressions for n1 and n2, 

X 

n,(X) = 4Ci1'CF,(Q, A, x), 

F Q 1 _ ~ ch(I,Qx/2nl)8(l- Q) 
' ( ' '• X)- l-1 2 [ n'l' - k'd'] 'l' sh [ ).Q/21] · ,_, 

n'l' sin' kd l-is even, 
? ' 

X 

k'd' cos'"'!_ l - is odd, 
2 ' 

(33) 

nz(X) = 2Cii'CF,(Q, /.., ;<), 

F Q A )-ii ii 8(m+l-Q) 
z( ' ,x -l-J l-1 [n'(m+l)'-k'd']'(m+l)'. 

m=O l=t 

2 2 2 I [n'(m + l)' sin'£+ k'd' cos'.!..] sin' kd, m+l- is even, 

X X kd 
[ n'(m + l)'cos' 2 + k'd'sin' 2 ]cos' 2 , m+l- is odd. 

(34) 
We have introduced here the notation A = JTVoiTd, 

I 2 22 12 h Q = wd 1TV0 , C = g m d LxLy 1T V, w ere Lx and Ly are 

the linear dimensions in the plane of the S- N- S junc
tion. Averaging (33) and (34) over the phase x, we obtain 
ultimately 

(n,) =4CiiTCF,(Q), 

ii f:)(l-Q) {n'l'sin'(kd/2), l-iseven, 
F,(Q)= .i...J(n'l'-k'd')'l k'd'cos'(kd/2), l-is odd; 

l=l 

(n,) =Cii'CF,(Q), 

~ ~ Q(m + l- Q)[n'(m + l)' + k'd'] 
F,(Q)= l-1 l-1 [n'(m+l)'-k'd']'(m+l)' 

m=O l=t 

(35) 

{ sin'(kd/2), m +l-is even, 
X cos'(kd/2), m+Z-is odd. (36) 

As seen from the obtained formulas, (n2), unlike (n1), 

does not tend to xero with the temperature. In addition, 
the average number of absorbed phonons (n) is not a 
monotonic function of the frequency w. At the points 
n = n, n = 1, 2, 3, ... Ft(Sl) experiences jumps of magni
tude 

F,(n + 0)-F,(n- 0) = 
process y~. Ym _. The signs of nand m number the [:t'n'- k'd']'n 
branches of the S-N-S-junction spectrum (1). The ex- {n'n'sin'(kd/2), n- is even, 
plicit form of the matrix elements is X k'd' cos'(kd/2), n -is odd. 

11! , = 2 2 (J) 11 "~·";:'II";;,"~ {n' (n- m)' sin' (kd/2), n- m -is even, The function F2(S1) behaves similarly. The conditi~n 
,/ g V [n' (n-m)'- k'd'J' k'd' cos' (kd/2); n _ m _is odd. Q = n means that the energy of the sound quantum 1s a 

(29) multiple of the distance between the Andreev levels. 
5 n m6 n m 

I M /'- 2 2 (J) qx, -qx qy, -q,, 
2 - g V (n2 (n+m+1)2 -k2d2 ] 2 

[n' (n+ m + 1)'cos2 f+ k2d2sin'f]cos2 k:, n + m is even, 
X 

[n• (n + m + 1)2 sin':£. + k2d2 cos2 !._] sin2 ~d , n + m- is odd; 
2 2 2 (30) 

It is possible to obtain with their aid the number of ab
sorbed sound-field quanta per unit time n = n1 + fi2: 

n, = 2n )2 IMd '(f(e,)- /(e.) )1\(e.- e,- Cil), (31) 

(32) 

The summation in (31) and (32) is over all the states of 
the discrete spectrum, specified by the quantum num-

Thus, whenever the frequency of sound is a multiple of 
the distance between the Andreev levels 1TV0 I d, the aver
age number of absorbed phonons in the S- N- S junction 
changes jumpwise. We emphasize once more that such 
a behavior appears in the presence of a weak magnetic 
field, when the density of states (Sec. 3) does not reveal 
any singularities as a function of the thickness d. 

In conclusion we note that when a sound wave passes 
through an S-N- S junction, there occurs, besides ab
sorption in the normal layer, also reflection of sound 
from the N- S boundary. The total transmission coeffi
cient is 

D.= 1-R-1 /1,, 

where R is the reflection coefficient of the wave, 10 is 
the initial energy flux density normalized to the total 
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volume of the S- N- S junction, and I is the density of 
the absorbed energy. The non-monotonic character of 
the variation of the number of absorbed phonons with 
changing frequency is manifest in the fact that the trans
mission coefficient D will experience each time jumps 
whenever w = n7TV0 /d. In the case of normal incidence 
of the sound wave on the N- S boundary, it is easy to 
estimate the reflection coefficient R. According to[UJ 

Z'-Z' ' R-1 n ' I 
- Z,' + Z.' + 2iZ,Z. ctg kd ' 

where Z = pc is the impedance of the medium, p is the 
density of the medium, and c is the speed of sound. As
suming Ps = Pn• we get R "'=' lAc/ cl 2 , where Ac is the 
change of the velocity of sound on going over from the 
normal to the superconducting state; Ac/ c ~ 10-5 [ 12 J, 
whence R "'=' 10-10• For the characteristic values of the 
parameters of the problem in question, this is much 
smaller than I/Io. For example, when w ~ 7TV0 /d and 
d ~ 10-2 em, assuming the dimensionless constant of 
the electron-phonon interaction to be of the order of 
unity, we obtain according to (36) 

I I I, ~ w' I cv,k' ~ 10-'. 

APPENDIX 

Assume that the condition g/2 < ko < g is satisfied, 
but ko > k + g/2 (without loss of generality we assume 
k > 0). The quasi- classical wave functions inside the 
normal metal are given by 

A,(z)= a,- exp(-ifk,-"dz)+ ao+ exp(lfk,+dz) 
Yk,+(:) , yk,+(z) , ' 

~o- . ' Bo + ' 
B,(z)= _ -;;· exp ( -1 J k,-dz)+ --=exp (i J k,-dz), 

'lk, (") 0 yk,-(z) , 

d 
-- < z < z,(k), 

2 
(A.1) 

d 
-z,(k)<z<-, 

2 

d -z,(k)<z<-, 
2 

2iD '• n d 
B,(z)=--==sin(J k,-dz+-). --<z<z,(k), 

}'k,-(z) , 4 2 

~ 2 I 2 2 1/2 ! ~ A where kn(z) = [kO- (k + ng ± gz d) ± ms] ; ai, {3i, , 
B, C, Dare certain constants, and zj(k) are the turning 
points in real space. 

To the right of z = d/2, the solutions of (10) are of 
the form 

(:~.(~;))=a+' exp{i).,+( z- ~ ) } (1~) 
, , ·{ ')-( d)}(v') -r a+ exp -1 ., z - 2 1 , 

( A,(z)) = ~+'exp{i'J..,+ (z- ~ )} ( 1 ) 
B,(z) ~ Vo 

+il+'exp{-il.,-(z-: )}(~'). (A.2) 

To the left of z =-d/2 we write 

( ~.~!)) = a-' exp { i/.0 - ( z + ~ ) } ( ~,) 

+a-'cxp{-ii.,+(z+ ~ )}(v;), 

( ~~,(~~)) = ~-· exp{ il.,- ( z + ~)} ( :, ) 

+~-'exp{-i/.,+(z+ ~)}(v;). (A.3) 

with Yo= A0 /(t + i(A~- t 2) 112 • The two-role matrix 

(Y~) describes the possibility of both ordinary reflection 

from the N- S boundary with change of the sign of the z 
component of the quasimomentum, and of scattering with 
change of the sign of all three velocity components. The 
parameters A.~ characterize the damping of the wave in 
the superconducting regions. Joining together the wave 
functions on the boundaries z = ±d/2, we arrive at the 
quantization conditions: 

d./2 d/Z &• 
e-''exp{2i Jk,+dz}exp{-2i J k_,-dz}exp}-2i J k,-dz}=1, 

-d/2 -z2 -d/2 

d/'!. dh. z 

e"'exp{-ziJ.k,-dz}exp{2iJ k,+dz}cxp{2iJk_,+dz}=L (A.4) 
-d.~ -~3 -':.~ 

The integrals in the argument of the exponential repre-
sent, when account is taken of the relation dkx · 
= (eH/c)dz, the areas bounded by the electron trajectory 
in momentum space. As a result we obtain the quasi
classical quantization condition (13). 

Let us consider another possible case for the states 
with g/2 < k0 <g. Let k, remaining in the first Brillouin 
zone, satisfy the condition ko < k + g/2. Then a similar 
calculation leads to the quantization condition 

d/2 d/2 

y,'exp {zi J k,+ dz }exp{ -2i J k_,- dz} = 1. (A.5) 
-zo -zl 
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